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The role of grain bridging in affecting the initial rising portion
of the R-curve and the transient, non-steady-state behavior of
short cracks during (cyclic) fatigue-crack propagation has
been quantitatively examined in a 99.5% pure alumina.
Fatigue-crack growth properties for both long and short
(�af < 2 mm) cracks emanating from machined notches (root
radius, � � 15–150 �m) were investigated, where �af is the
extension of the fatigue crack from the notch. Growth rates
(da/dN) were far higher at the same applied stress-intensity
range (�K) and fatigue thresholds, �KTH, were markedly
lower for short cracks than for corresponding long cracks.
Crack extension was measured at the lowest driving forces for
short cracks emanating from razor micronotches with � � 15
�m. For growth rates <10�8 m/cycle, da/dN vs �K curves for
short cracks merged with the demonstrably steady-state curve
for long cracks after �2 mm of crack extension. This length
corresponds well to the extent of the measured crack-bridging
zone for a near-threshold steady-state fatigue crack. For
da/dN > 10�8 m/cycle, however, non-steady-state behavior
was observed at all crack sizes, indicating that achieving steady
state at each �K level is difficult. The crack-tip shielding
contribution due to such grain bridging was determined using
both direct compliance and the more accurate multi-cutting/
crack-opening profile techniques. Bridging stress-intensity fac-
tors were computed and subtracted from the applied stress
intensities to estimate an effective (near-tip) driving force,
�Keff. These results provided (i) a lower threshold (in terms of
�Keff) below which both long and short fatigue cracks should
not propagate, and (ii) an estimate of the intrinsic toughness,
K0, for the start of the R-curve. Such results quantitatively
affirm that the reduced role of grain bridging is a primary
source of the transient behavior of short cracks in grain-
bridging alumina-based ceramics under cyclic loading.

I. Introduction

THE principle of similitude, which is implicit in linear-elastic
fracture mechanics,1–3 states that two cracks, regardless of

their size, will behave in identical fashion provided they are
subjected to the same stress intensity, K. Despite this notion, for
the successful implementation of damage-tolerant design and
life-prediction methodologies, it is necessary in many materials
that the subcritical crack-growth and toughness properties of a
structural material are determined for cracks of a size comparable

to those encountered in service. This is important because, in
reality, short cracks can behave quite differently from larger
cracks, in particular by exhibiting rising fracture resistance with
extension under monotonically increasing loading, i.e., R-curve
behavior.4–12 Although R-curve behavior has been extensively
studied in ceramics,4–12 it must be recognized that most published
R-curves have measured initiation toughness values, K0, several
times larger than the single crystal toughness, an unreasonable
situation for materials that fail intergranularly. Despite this fact,
only a few studies have attempted to deduce a more accurate
assessment of K0,13–15 with only one doing so by quantifying the
role of grain bridging,13 making this an ongoing area of investi-
gation which is considered in the present paper.

A corollary for R-curve exhibiting materials is that the fatigue-
crack growth rates for short cracks should far exceed those of
corresponding large cracks subjected to the same applied driving
force and they should propagate at applied �K levels less than the
fatigue threshold, �KTH, below which large cracks are presumed to
be dormant.3,16,17 Such crack size effects in fatigue are widely
observed in metals and expected in ceramics where crack sizes are
comparable to, or less than, one of three characteristic dimensions,
namely, of the microstructure (microstructurally small), the extent
of local inelasticity (plastic-zone size) ahead of the crack tip
(mechanically short/small), and/or the extent of the zone causing
crack-tip shielding or bridging behind the crack tip (functionally
short/small).3,17 Such cracks are denoted as short when they meet
such conditions in only one dimension, i.e., the crack length, and
small when one or more such conditions are met in all dimensions.
A functionally short crack has limited crack-tip shielding, yet
samples the microstructure statistically because of its extensive
crack front.16 In contrast, functionally small cracks are small in all
dimensions, as typified by a small, semielliptical surface flaw.
When small cracks are comparable in size to microstructural
entities, in addition to reduced shielding, biased sampling of
microstructurally weak paths may occur. Because of these restric-
tions in shielding and microstructural sampling, the crack-growth
resistance of microstructurally small cracks often tends to be the
lowest.

The problem of short or small flaws is especially a concern for
ceramics, where due to their characteristically low toughness, large
flaws cannot generally be tolerated. Consequently, in ceramics
such as alumina, which derive their toughening from grain
bridging in the crack wake, crack-size effects are particularly
significant as critical crack sizes are often much smaller than the
length of the steady-state bridging zones. Despite the importance
of this topic, only a handful of studies have attempted to examine
short or small crack effects in the cyclic fatigue of nontransform-
ing, grain-bridging ceramics, with the majority of investigations
focused on small surface cracks growing from hardness indenta-
tions.18–25 Because crack sizes in many of these investigations
were in fact large compared with grain-bridging zones, once the
local residual stresses due to the indents were either taken into
account in the calculation of the total driving force or removed by
polishing, there was no obvious difference in crack-growth behav-
ior over the range of crack sizes tested.18–20,25 While several
studies have reportedly observed short- and/or small-crack fatigue
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effects thought to be attributable to limited crack-tip shielding,22,23

evidence linking the two phenomena has been limited and ambig-
uous. Additionally, none of these studies have effectively quanti-
fied the crack shielding for long versus short cracks, which in turn
would allow for the prediction of short-crack behavior.

Recent work by the authors has shown that for through-
thickness fatigue cracks emanating from alumina/aluminum inter-
faces into the alumina, anomalous rapid crack-growth behavior
similar to that of short cracks was seen for the initial �2 mm of
crack extension; thereafter, crack-growth rates were identical to
those measured for long cracks in the alumina.26 Owing to the
large (millimeter dimension) bridging zones in this particular
alumina, reduced crack-tip shielding from grain bridging was
suspected as the cause of the initially faster growth rates. It was
thus reasoned that this particular alumina would represent an ideal
material with which to investigate crack-size effects in the fatigue
of ceramics. Accordingly, the objectives of the present work are (i)
to investigate the role of reduced grain bridging in the short-crack
fatigue behavior of grain-bridging ceramics by using through-
thickness cracks in this polycrystalline alumina, and (ii) to obtain
quantitative measurements of the bridging contributions in this
alumina, which can provide estimates for the worst case, i.e.,
lowest, fatigue threshold for which fatigue-crack propagation can
occur in this material, as well as for the intrinsic toughness, or
initiation point, on the R-curve.

II. Background

In grain-bridging ceramics, the driving force for crack growth
(e.g., the stress intensity) experienced at the crack tip is lowered
relative to the applied driving force due to forces acting in the
crack wake. These forces are caused by intact elastic ligaments
bridging the crack flanks as well as by frictional tractions that
develop along the fractured grain boundaries during crack exten-
sion; such bridges sustain load and act to shield the crack tip from
the applied loads.5,8,27 These phenomena account for increasing
crack-growth resistance with crack extension under monotonically
increasing loading. Grain bridging has been found to exist in the
crack wake over dimensions that are comparable with the amount
of crack extension needed to reach the plateau of the rising
R-curve, typically on the order of several hundred micrometers,
but up to several millimeters for some alumina-based ceram-
ics.8,14,28 In bridging materials, the applied stress intensity, Kapp, is
equal to the sum of the bridging stress intensity, Kbr, and the
near-tip stress intensity, Ktip, and accordingly, Ktip may be ex-
pressed as

Ktip � Kapp � Kbr (1)

So defined, Kbr is then the magnitude of stress intensity not
directly experienced at the crack tip due to the load sustained by
the bridges. Thus, if Kbr is quantified, the initiation point on the
R-curve may be deduced using Eq. (1) by noting that K0 � Ktip at
initiation.

Cyclic fatigue effects in nontransforming, monolithic ceramics
have in turn been attributed to a cyclic-loading induced degrada-
tion of bridging in the crack wake, which promotes crack advance
by enhancing the near-tip driving force.29–33 Under cyclic loading,
such wake bridging is degraded by mechanisms such as frictional
wear at the cracked grain boundaries or local chipping of bridging
elements. It is thought that the intrinsic crack-advance mechanisms
at or ahead of the crack tip, however, are unchanged from that
under monotonic loading but may be aided by environmental
interactions at the crack tip.29–33 Thus, an effective (near-tip)
stress-intensity range, �Keff, may be defined for cyclic loading in
the presence of bridging, in contrast to the applied driving force
�K (�Kmax – Kmin). In this case, the peak bridging contribution,
Kbr, is subtracted from Kmax such that

�Keff � �Kmax � Kbr� � Kmin (2)

where Kmax and Kmin are the maximum and minimum applied
stress intensities determined by the maximum and minimum

applied loads, Pmax and Pmin, for any given crack length. For
tension–tension loading, the effects on Kmin are comparatively
small; thus the primary result of bridging in fatigue is a reduction
in the maximum stress intensity experienced locally at the crack
tip, leading to a reduction in �Keff, and a corresponding decrease
in the effective ratio of minimum to maximum driving force. As
the value of Kbr may be lower for short cracks than for long cracks
because of an inherently shorter grain-bridging zone, �Keff will be
larger at a given applied �K level, leading to a higher growth rate.

It should be recognized, however, that the degradation of the
bridging zone in fatigue almost certainly depends on �K; in
addition, for a constant applied load ratio, R � Pmin/Pmax, �K also
reflects the effect of Kmax on crack growth. Thus, a unique
steady-state crack-growth relation da/dN vs �K should exist for
long cracks, for which the bridging zone is equilibrated at every
�K. Additionally, a variety of transient situations exist, in princi-
ple, depending on loading history and crack length, giving rise to
phenomena such as short-crack effects. From Eq. (2), it is seen that
if the bridging stress intensity for long cracks is quantified, fatigue
results may be presented in terms of �Keff, thus providing a
worst-case threshold for the fatigue behavior of cracks at all sizes;
this is especially important for ceramics.

Several techniques exist for the estimation or quantification of
Kbr; however, these have rarely been applied to deduce intrinsic
toughness values13 or to understand short-crack fatigue phenom-
ena in ceramics. One technique developed for estimating Kbr in
fiber-reinforced aluminum laminates compares the experimentally
measured compliance of the bridged crack to the theoretical
compliance for a traction-free crack of the same size,34 as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. In this context, and throughout
this paper, the crack length, a, is measured with the crack tip
defined to be at the farthest extent of detectable cracking from the
loadline (i.e., all bridges are considered as part of the crack). This
method allows for a determination of the additional load sustained
at the load line, Pbr, due to the presence of the bridges, which may
be used to approximate Kbr using standard stress-intensity solu-
tions for the given geometry, i.e., Kbr � f(Pbr,a). However, an
accurate assessment involves the determination of the bridging
stress distribution behind the crack tip, �br(x), from which Kbr may
be calculated using35,36

Kbr ��
0

a

h�x,a� �br�x� dx (3)

where h(x,a) is a geometry-dependent weight function, a is the
crack length, and x is the position where the stress acts. Several
methods for quantifying the bridging tractions behind the crack tip
have been developed. One destructive technique uses a diamond
saw blade to incrementally cut away the crack wake while
measuring the sample compliance after each cut;37–39 another

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration showing how the effective bridging load,
Pbr, is determined using measured and calculated compliance curves.34 Pbr

is used to estimate the corresponding bridging stress intensity, Kbr.
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involves machining “postfracture tensile specimens” out of the
bridged crack wake for subsequent tensile testing.30,40,41 Con-
versely, one may determine bridging stresses nondestructively by
measuring the crack-opening profile under load and comparing
that to the computed traction-free opening, and then finding a
�br(x) that accounts for the difference.14,15,42,43 In the present
work, all but the postfracture tensile technique are used to quantify
the role of grain bridging in the fracture and fatigue of short and
long cracks in an alumina-based ceramic.

III. Procedures

(1) Material
The material investigated was Coors AD995 alumina (99.5%

pure, �98% dense), which has a variable grain size ranging
typically from �1 to 50 �m. A mean linear intercept of 12 �m was
obtained from 32 measurements on 3 micrographs, which corre-
sponds to a nominal (average) grain size of dg � 18 �m using
ASTM Standard E112. To obtain an approximate grain size
distribution, effective grain diameters, defined as the average of
the long and short axes, were measured for all of the grains in the
micrograph shown in the inset of Fig. 2. While the actual grain
diameters are underestimated by this method since only a random
slice through each grain is observed in the micrograph, it is
expected that a reasonable, approximate grain size distribution
may be obtained in this manner. Figure 2 presents the grain size
distribution in terms of the percentage of total area of the
micrograph occupied by the grains. Although most of the grains
are in the 1–10 �m range, these grains in fact make up only a small
fraction of the total material volume. Based on Fig. 2, the majority
(�55%) of the material is made up from grains in the 15–35 �m
range, with a significant volume fraction arising from even larger
grains.

(2) Crack-Growth Experiments
As-received alumina blocks (21 mm square by 10 mm thick)

were machined into 3 mm thick, compact-tension C(T) specimens;
the nominal width W of these specimens was 17 mm. Except as
noted, notches were diamond saw cut to an initial length of a0 �
4–5 mm, with notch root radii, 	, ranging from 75 to 150 �m.
Additional razor-micronotched samples (	 � 15 �m) were made

for some tests, where the razor micronotch was created by
repeatedly sliding a razor blade over the saw-cut notch in the
presence of a 1 �m diamond slurry. All samples were lapped flat
on both sides to a 1 �m finish using diamond polishing compounds
so that cracks could be easily observed via optical and scanning
electron microscopy. Fracture and fatigue tests were conducted in
room air (25°C, 20–40% relative humidity) using computer-
controlled servo-hydraulic testing machines. Sample compliance
was measured using strain gauges mounted on the back face of the
samples, and crack lengths were calculated using standard C(T)
compliance calibrations.44

An R-curve was measured to evaluate the fracture resistance in
terms of the stress intensity, K, under a monotonically increasing
load as follows. Fatigue-precracked samples were loaded in
displacement control until the onset of cracking, which was
determined by a drop in load, at which point the sample was
unloaded by �10–20% of the peak load to record the sample
compliance at the new crack length. This process was repeated
episodically until termination of the test, at which point the
compliance and loading data were analyzed to determine fracture
resistance, KR, as a function of crack extension, �a. Because of
crack bridging, errors invariably incurred in the compliance-crack
length measurements; accordingly, renormalization to the actual
crack length was achieved using optical microscopy, with the
crack length, a, measured as previously defined. Discrepancies
between the compliance and optically measured crack length were
corrected by assuming that the error accumulated linearly with
crack extension. Precracking was conducted by cycling the applied
load until a fatigue crack emanated from a machined notch; to
minimize the initial crack length, fatigue precracks were grown
only to �af � 200–300 �m before measurement of the R-curve,
where �af is the length of the fatigue crack extension from the
machined notch, i.e., �af � a 
 a0.

Cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates for long cracks (provisionally
defined and later justified as having �af � 2 mm) were measured
in general accordance with ASTM Standard E647. Tests were
conducted at a frequency of 25 Hz (sine wave) using at a constant
load ratio of R � 0.1. Crack lengths were continuously monitored
and recorded at 20 �m increments on each sample using back-face
strain compliance methods, again with periodic verification and
correction from optical microscopy readings. A sample compli-
ance curve may be seen in Fig. 3, where five consecutively
measured compliance curves are plotted for a long crack fatigue

Fig. 2. Distributions of effective grain diameters presented in terms of
percent total area based on the micrograph shown in the inset. The sample
was thermally etched in air at 1550°C for 30 min.

Fig. 3. Typical compliance curve for a long fatigue crack in AD995
alumina. Data represent five consecutive loading and unloading cycles.
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specimen. It is apparent that there is considerable hysteresis in the
compliance curve due to bridging. Accordingly, compliance mea-
surements were taken as the slope of the linear portion of an
unloading curve, while the nonlinear ends of the curve were
ignored. Unless noted, growth rates, da/dN, were computed by
averaging over a crack-growth range of �100 �m and were
characterized in terms of the stress-intensity range �K.

To find the steady-state behavior, crack-growth rates were
measured under both increasing and decreasing �K conditions; the
later method was used to obtain �KTH fatigue thresholds, which
were operationally defined as the minimum applied �K corre-
sponding to growth rates below �10
10 m/cycle. Specifically,
cracking was initiated by cycling until stable fatigue cracks formed
ahead of the machined notches. After �2 mm of crack growth, the
loads were either incrementally reduced to measure behavior
approaching the steady-state threshold or increased to obtain the
higher velocity portion of the crack-growth curves. Unless noted,
continuous load adjustment was used to maintain a �K-gradient
(� (1/�K)[d�K/da]) that was roughly constant at a value of �0.08
mm
1 within the limits of the accuracy of the compliance
measurements of crack length. Ideally, this rate of change in �K
would be sufficiently slow to allow the crack-bridging levels to
adjust to the current �K level; however, due to the large,
millimeter scale, bridging zones for AD995 alumina, this may not
be possible, especially over the high velocity portion of the
da/dN–�K curve. To test this, some experiments were conducted
using lower �K-gradient values.

Corresponding fatigue-crack growth rates for short cracks,
where �af  2 mm, were conducted on alumina samples using the
same general procedures, although data were now recorded, under
both increasing and decreasing �K conditions, for the first �2 mm
of crack growth for cracks initiated from the standard saw-cut
notches; the �af  2 mm cutoff for short cracks represents the
approximate crack length where non-steady-state growth rates
were no longer observed. For the initial growth of a short crack
emanating from a notch, the stress intensity may be written45

K � 1.12kt����af (4)

where kt is the stress-concentration factor for the notch and � is the
nominal applied stress. For the present geometry, Eq. (4) domi-
nates only over a distance of 	/6 ahead of the notch, while for
much longer extension, the standard C(T) stress-intensity expres-
sion becomes reasonably accurate. Furthermore, after the crack
extends a distance �	, the effects of the finite notch width have
diminished.46 For short-crack fatigue tests in the present study,
data collection did not usually begin until after 100 �m of crack
growth in an attempt to allow for a continuous crack front to form
along the thickness of the notch. Since 100 �m corresponds to 2	/3
for the largest notches, stress-intensity corrections due to the
presence of the notch were deemed to be unnecessary. With
razor-micronotched specimens, data were collected after smaller
extensions.

(3) Quantification of Bridging: Direct Compliance
(DC) Method

As described above, estimates of the bridging load experienced
at the load line were made at various points on the da/dN curve
using the method shown in Fig. 1.34 This involved periodically
interrupting a long-crack fatigue test and measuring the sample
compliance together with a direct optical measurement of the
actual crack length. The measured crack length was then used to
compute the theoretical compliance, using standard C(T) compli-
ance calibrations,44 which was then compared with the measured
compliance of the sample to determine Pbr (Fig. 1).

(4) Quantification of Bridging: Multi-Cutting/Crack-Opening
Profile (MC/COP) Method

As described below, crack-opening profile measurements were
made, and those results were used along with the results of

multi-cutting compliance experiments to obtain an estimate of the
full bridging stress distribution.

(A) Crack Profile and Bridging-Zone Measurements: Crack-
opening profile measurements were obtained by observing two
cracked samples (a � 14 mm) loaded in situ in a field-emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM). For sample I, the crack
was propagated by cyclic fatigue such that the last �3 mm of
growth was conducted in the near-threshold growth regime (da/
dN  7 � 10
10 m/cycle). Conversely, the crack in sample II was
propagated under monotonically increasing loading during
R-curve testing. To ensure crack propagation did not occur during
the in situ loading experiment, in each case the sample was loaded
to a driving force of K � 3.0 MPa�m1/2, which is roughly 10–20%
less than the measured Kmax at the long-crack fatigue threshold in
this material. The crack lengths were checked in the FESEM to
verify that crack propagation had not occurred during loading. The
tortuous nature of the crack path resulted in some scatter in the
measured crack openings; thus, measurements were made at 50
�m increments behind the crack tip to provide enough data points
(�150) to obtain a reasonable assessment of the average crack-
opening behavior. Measurements of the full crack opening, 2utot,
were made to a resolution of �10 nm in the near-tip region using
a magnification of 30,000�. Specimens were coated with �20 nm
of gold to avoid charging; however, this thin coating was not
expected to affect the crack opening measurements.

After crack-opening profiles were measured, the extent of the
bridging zone behind the crack tip, L, was assessed on the same
two samples using a multi-cutting compliance technique similar to
that of Wittmann and Hu.37–39 Specifically, a diamond saw blade
was used to cut out the crack and incrementally eliminate the crack
wake while the sample compliance, Cu, was measured via back-
face strain gauges after each incremental saw cut. When the
portion of crack wake eliminated is traction free, there is no change
in compliance after cutting; however, if active bridges are elimi-
nated from the crack wake by the saw blade, a corresponding
increase in the sample compliance is expected. Thus, the extent of
the grain-bridging zone behind the crack tip may be determined by
observing the notch length where the compliance begins to
increase during the multi-cutting experiment.

Additionally, the normalized grain-bridging stress distribution,
�br(x)/�max, may be computed from the multi-cutting compliance
data. In cases where the bridging-zone length is appreciably
smaller than the sample size, it has been shown that during
multi-cutting37

�br�x�

�max
� �

C2�a� C�u�x�

C��a� Cu
2�x�

(5)

where C(a) is the traction-free compliance, Cu(x) is the observed
compliance after cutting to the position x measured from the load
line, and C�(z) � dC(z)/dz. The grain-bridging stress distribution
obtained from the multi-cutting compliance data is normalized by
the factor �max, which corresponds to the maximum bridging stress
at the crack tip. Using the normalized bridging stress distribution
obtained from Eq. (5), �max may be determined from the measured
crack-opening profile, as described below.

(B) Calculation of Bridging Stresses: A general procedure
for computing the bridging stress distribution from measured
crack-opening displacements has been outlined by Fett et al.15 and
is briefly presented here. The bridging stress distribution, �br, may
be computed from the measured crack-opening displacements, utot,
by solving the double integral equation:15

1

E��
0

a�
max� x, x��

a

h�a�,x� h�a�,x�� �br�x�� da� dx� � utot � uapp (6)

where E� is Young’s modulus (E in plane stress, E/(1 
 �2) in
plane strain, where � is Poisson’s ratio), and x is the position of
interest with origin at the load line. The weight function, h, is
geometry specific and has been derived for the C(T) specimen as36
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h � � 2

�a

1

�1 � x/a
�1 � �

(v,�)

Av��a/W��

�1 � a/W�3/ 2 �1 � x/a���1�
(7)

where the coefficients A�� may be found in Ref. 36. The
displacements due to the applied loading, uapp, for an unbridged
crack at a given applied stress intensity, Kapp, may be calculated
as47

uapp �
1

E� �
x

a

Kapp�a�� h�a�,x� da� (8)

For cases where the grain-bridging stress distribution could be
determined from the multi-cutting experiments described above,
the normalized stress distribution from Eq. (5) was substituted into
Eq. (6) which was then solved; �max was determined from a
least-squares fit to the experimental data. Where Eq. (5) was not
valid (i.e., when L � a), to facilitate the solution of Eq. (6), a
widely used strain softening form of the bridging stress distribu-
tion was chosen a priori:8,28,40,42,48–51

�br � �max�1 �
X

L�
n

(9)

where X is the distance behind the crack tip (X � a – x), and L is
the bridging-zone length. As L may be determined from the
multi-cutting experiments, combining Eqs. (6) and (9) results in
two unknown parameters remaining to be fit to the experimental
data: �max, the maximum value of the bridging stress; and n, which
describes the shape of the bridging stress distribution as it
decreases from �max at the crack tip to zero at X � L. Such a
function should provide adequate flexibility even when the bridg-
ing zone is not saturated since n  1 gives functions with
significant bridging stresses near the machined notch, as might be
the case for a developing bridging zone. The optimal values of
�max and n were chosen as those that gave a crack-opening profile
nearest that measured experimentally, as determined by the least-
squares method. Finally, values for the modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the AD995 alumina were supplied by the manufacturer as
E � 372 GPa and � � 0.22.

IV. Results

(1) Resistance-Curve Behavior
Measured R-curve data for the AD995 alumina are shown in

Fig. 4. An initial toughness of Ki � 3 MPa�m1/2 was measured at
crack initiation from a 230 �m long fatigue precrack emanating
from the machined notch. With further growth, rising R-curve
behavior was observed after crack extensions as large as 8 mm
with toughness values exceeding 6 MPa�m1/2 (Fig. 4). Because of
the small specimen size (W � 17 mm) and large bridging-zone
length (�8 mm) for this alumina, a steady-state (plateau) tough-
ness could not be obtained. Such large bridging zones under
monotonic loading are consistent with results from other studies
using aluminas with similar microstructure, where rising R-curves
are observed after comparable crack extension.4,6,41

(2) Short- versus Long-Crack Fatigue Behavior
Both long (�af � 2 mm) and short (�af  2 mm) fatigue-crack

growth rates for AD995 alumina are presented in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, as functions of the applied stress-intensity range, �K.
The long-crack results (measured on several specimens using the
standard tests described in Section III(2)), shown as the hatched
region in Fig. 5, display characteristic Paris-power law behavior,
i.e., da/dN � �Km.

To investigate the effect of the �K-gradient on the fatigue
results, an additional long-crack fatigue experiment with increas-
ing �K was conducted using lower K-gradient values than the
standard 0.08 mm
1. This allowed for �K to increase more slowly,
with more crack growth occurring at each �K value, possibly

allowing for the development of longer cyclic grain-bridging zones
and significantly different crack-growth behavior. Because of
experimental difficulties, the �K-gradient was not held constant,
but ranged between 0.025 and 0.08 mm
1, with the highest values
of the K-gradient corresponding to the highest values of �K.
Additionally, because of erratic growth behavior at high driving
forces, growth rates measured during this experiment were com-
puted by averaging over 300 �m of crack growth; da/dN–�K data

Fig. 4. R-curve measured for AD995 alumina demonstrating rising
crack-growth resistance with crack extension. Data were collected from a
fatigue precrack grown only 230 �m from the machined notch. Addition-
ally shown are estimates for the initiation point of the R-curve based on the
deduced intrinsic toughness, K0, and the initial crack growth from razor
micronotched specimens under cyclic loads. Typical values for sapphire
fracture are shown for reference.

Fig. 5. Long-crack fatigue behavior of AD995 alumina shows the effects
of using a lower �K-gradient. Below �10
8 m/cycle, the results appear
insensitive to the �K-gradients used; at higher growth rates, distinctly
different behavior is observed when the �K-gradient is reduced from the
standard value.
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points for this test are shown in Fig. 5. For da/dN  10
8 m/cycle,
the results are similar to the long-crack results where the �K-
gradient was 0.08 mm
1, indicating that for this growth-rate range
a �K-gradient of 0.08 mm
1 is sufficiently low to allow for the
bridging zone to adjust to each load level. Above 10
8 m/cycle,
however, the results differ significantly, with stable crack growth
occurring at higher �K values for the sample tested using a lower
�K-gradient. Under these test conditions, the lower rate of increas-
ing �K presumably allows for a much larger bridging zone to
develop, with stable fatigue-crack growth occurring at ever higher
points on the R-curve (Fig. 4). It is concluded that the long-crack
fatigue results presented for growth rates below �10
8 m/cycle
using a �K-gradient of 0.08 mm
1 (the primary focus of this
paper) represent conditions with an essentially steady-state bridg-
ing zone at each load level, while the conditions giving steady-
state fatigue behavior at higher growth rates must be left for future
investigations.

In contrast to long-crack results, short cracks demonstrated
quite different behavior. For tests using the standard saw-cut
notches with data taken after �af � 100 �m:

(1) Under decreasing �K conditions, growth rates exhibited a
similar power-law dependence on the applied �K level; however,
the growth-rate curve, and hence �KTH threshold, were displaced
to values 15–25% lower than for corresponding long cracks.

(2) Under increasing �K conditions, growth rates initially
decreased before finally increasing, at which point the da/dN–�K
curve merged with that for long cracks. This behavior, which is
characteristic of short fatigue cracks in metallic materials,3,17

resulted in a V-shaped da/dN–�K curve (Fig. 6); short- and
long-crack curves merged after �2 mm of growth.

To determine whether short cracks may grow at driving forces
below those measured using the standard notch for short-crack
tests, additional experiments were conducted. For two specimens,
a razor micronotch with root radius 	 � 15 �m was emplaced at
the end of the saw-cut notch with three purposes: (1) to promote
crack initiation at lower loads, (2) to reduce the distance over
which notch effects on the stress intensity would be felt to only a
few micrometers, and (3) to promote more uniform crack initiation

through the sample thickness. On cycling, it was observed that
after crack initiation, growth occurred at applied driving forces of
�K � 1.7 and 1.9 MPa�m1/2 in the two cases; when the cracks
reached an average crack length of �60 �m (as detected by
compliance measurements) both cracks had essentially arrested.
These results are presented in Fig. 6, with each data point
representing �20 �m of average crack growth (as measured by
compliance).

(3) Crack Trajectories
FESEM analysis of cyclic and monotonic fracture surfaces

indicated that failure occurred by predominantly intergranular
fracture. Direct evidence of both uncracked ligament and frictional
grain bridging in the crack wake is shown in Fig. 7. Similar bridges
were observed for monotonically increasing and cyclic fatigue
loaded samples; however, such bridges persisted much farther
behind the crack tip for the case of the monotonically loaded
sample.

(4) Crack Profile and Bridging Stress Distribution Results
Figure 8 shows the measured crack-opening profiles at a

loading of Kapp � 3.0 MPa�m1/2 for both a near-threshold fatigue
crack as well as a monotonically loaded crack previously loaded to
higher levels during R-curve measurements. Also shown is the
crack-opening profile for a traction-free crack computed using Eq.
(8). It is apparent from Fig. 8 that both samples have crack
openings smaller than the computed traction-free opening, with the
monotonically loaded sample demonstrating the larger deviation

Fig. 6. Short-crack fatigue results for AD995 alumina. Using a standard
notch, under decreasing �K conditions, a lower fatigue threshold is
measured than for long cracks, while for increasing �K conditions, a
V-shaped curve is observed, with data merging after �2 mm of growth.
Data also show the initial short-crack growth from razor micronotched
specimens.

Fig. 7. (a) Elastic and (b) frictional grain bridging for in situ loaded
cracks (K � 3.0 MPa�m1/2); the arrow in (b) indicates the point of frictional
contact. Crack propagation was from left to right.
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from traction-free behavior; indeed, at Kapp � 3 MPa�m1/2 the
monotonically loaded crack remains essentially closed for �1.5
mm behind the crack tip.

The results of the multi-cutting compliance experiments for
each of these samples are shown in Fig. 9; each data point indicates
an individual compliance measurement while the lines indicate
best-fit polynomial functions to the data. Figure 9 shows that for
the near-threshold steady-state fatigue crack, no increase in the
sample compliance was observed during removal of the crack
wake until the saw-cut notch reached within �2 mm of the crack
tip. This indicates a bridging-zone length of L � 2 mm for the
near-threshold cyclic fatigue crack. Conversely, for the monoton-
ically loaded sample, significant increases in compliance were

measured immediately after the starter notch was extended from its
initial position (Fig. 9), thus indicating that the bridging zone
extended the full length of the crack (i.e., L � a – a0).

Using the above results, bridging-stress distributions, �br(X),
were calculated for both cases and are plotted in Fig. 10. For the
fatigue crack, the normalized distribution �br(X)/�max was com-
puted directly from the best-fit of the results in Fig. 9 using Eq. (5);

Fig. 8. Crack-opening profiles for both a near-threshold long fatigue crack and a monotonically loaded crack measured during in situ loading in an FESEM.
The computed traction-free crack opening is also shown.

Fig. 9. Results from multi-cutting compliance experiments on a near-
threshold long fatigue crack and a monotonically loaded crack demonstrat-
ing the difference in bridging-zone length. The indicated locations of the
crack tip were measured by optical microscopy while each plotted data
point corresponds to an individual compliance measurement.

Fig. 10. Computed grain-bridging stress distributions for (a) a near-
threshold long fatigue crack, and (b) a monotonically loaded crack.
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the constant �max was determined to be 28 MPa from the
crack-opening data. Because of the large extent of the grain-
bridging zone for the monotonically loaded (R-curve) crack (Fig.
9), Eq. (5) could not be used to determine the grain-bridging stress
distribution; instead a distribution of the form in Eq. (11) was
assumed. For this sample, �max was computed to be 17 MPa, with
an exponent of n � 4.3, indicating that bridging stresses have
decayed to quite small values near the machined notch.

V. Discussion

(1) Quantification of Kbr

Figure 10 shows the estimated grain-bridging stress distribu-
tions for both the near-threshold fatigue crack and the monotoni-
cally loaded crack. Although the fatigue crack experienced less
shielding due to bridging, it exhibits a higher maximum bridging
stress, �max, than the monotonically loaded crack in Fig. 10. It is
important to note, however, that the fatigue crack was loaded to
80–90% of the load needed for crack extension, while the
monotonically loaded sample was only loaded to 50% that
needed for further growth for occur, thus accounting for the much
lower maximum bridging stress for the monotonically loaded case.
To confirm that the grain-bridging stress distribution estimates are
reasonable, the bridging stress intensity, Kbr, may be computed for
each case using Eq. (3) and compared with expected values.
Values of Kbr � 1.8 and 2.8 MPa�m1/2 were computed for the
near-threshold fatigue crack and monotonically loaded crack,
respectively. For the monotonically loaded crack, it is apparent
from the opening profile in Fig. 8 that the crack is essentially
closed until about 1.5 mm behind the crack tip; accordingly, the
near-tip stress intensity, Ktip, is expected to be zero. Calculating
Ktip using Eq. (1) yields a value of 0.2 MPa�m1/2, or nearly zero,
as expected.

(2) Completing the R-Curve
For the fatigue crack, Ktip is computed to be 1.2 MPa�m1/2. To

assess the plausibility of this value, first it may be assumed that
crack advance occurs when

Ktip � K0 (10)

where K0 is the intrinsic stress intensity required for crack
advance. At the fatigue threshold, it is assumed that the condition
in Eq. (10) is met at the peak of the loading cycle, i.e., when
Kmax,tip � K0. For the present fatigue crack, the applied loading
corresponds to a level roughly 10–20% below the value of Kmax at
the fatigue threshold; thus, this estimated value of Ktip should give
a lower bound to the actual value of K0. Based on this result, an
estimated range may be placed on K0 by assuming the remaining
10–20% of stress intensity necessary for crack advance is added to
the computed value of Ktip in the following ways:

(1) Assume the remaining additional 10–20% load raises Ktip

and Kbr proportionally, thus giving K0 � 1.4–1.5 MPa�m1/2.
(2) Assume Kbr is saturated and the remaining additional

10–20% load raises only Ktip, giving K0 � 1.5–1.8 MPa�m1/2 (i.e.,
an upper-bound estimate).

Combining these ranges gives an estimate for the intrinsic
toughness K0 to be 1.6 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2; this range is plotted on the
R-curve in Fig. 4 along with the estimated initial rising portion of
the R-curve.

It is expected that K0 should correspond nearly with the
grain-boundary toughness for alumina, and accordingly be lower
than that found for alumina single crystals (sapphire), since failure
occurs primarily intergranularly. Various crystallographic planes
of sapphire have been reported to have fracture energies, Gc,
ranging from 12 to 17 J/m2, except when near (0001), which does
not crack.52–55 Applying K � (GE�)1/2 gives a range of Kc �
2.2–2.6 MPa�m1/2, as shown in Fig. 4. Note, Kc for even the
weakest sapphire planes exceeds the deduced K0 as expected on
physical grounds, and thus the deduced values of K0, and corre-
spondingly Kbr, appear to be reasonable. Thus, the fracture energy

of the grain boundaries in the humid air environment may be as
low as half that of sapphire at criticality, not unreasonable
considering that Auger electron spectroscopy studies (see Ref. 56)
revealed Ca at the grain boundaries which may lower the boundary
toughness. One study13 which quantified the role of bridging to
deduce values of K0 yielded �2.0–2.3 MPa�m1/2 for somewhat
purer alumina. Other estimates of K0 have been made for alumina
from crack-opening profiles obtained after monotonic loading by
fitting only the near-tip crack-opening region (assumed to be ahead
of all the active bridging) to Irwin’s traction-free parabolic elastic
crack-opening profile. These studies yielded results in the 2.0–2.3
MPa�m1/2 range14,15 for the same aluminas as in Ref. 13; however,
the present method and that used in Ref. 13 are considered more
accurate since they take into account the entire crack-opening
profile and explicitly quantify the effects of bridging. Indeed,
fitting the crack-tip opening profile to a parabolic relation was
unsuitable in the present study because the crack-opening profile
in Fig. 8 is linear.

Additional measured estimates for K0 are also shown in Fig. 4
based on Kmax at the fatigue threshold for the shortest (�60 �m)
cracks grown from micronotches. While these values are high
because of some bridging present for these cracks, they do provide
an improved estimate over that obtained from the traditional
R-curve measurements; i.e., they fall below the sapphire tough-
ness. Thus, cyclic precracking from very sharp notches can give
improved estimates of the fracture resistance for very short cracks;
however, fully quantifying and accounting for bridging, as de-
scribed above, gives a more conservative, and reasonable, value of
the crack-initiation toughness, K0.

(3) Short- versus Long-Crack Cyclic Bridging Zones
In fatigue, it has been postulated that the extent of the steady-

state, cyclic grain-bridging zone should correspond with the
amount of growth necessary for short- and long-crack fatigue
growth rates to merge.26 This corresponds to the length of the
initially short crack where its growth rates (under increasing �K
conditions) are identical to those of a corresponding large crack at
the same applied �K, implying that the grain-bridging zone has
reached an equivalent, steady-state length for both cracks. The
present results indicate that this is indeed the case for AD995
alumina, where the measured near-threshold cyclic grain-bridging
zone length of 2 mm from Fig. 9 agrees well with the convergence
point of the long- and short-crack fatigue data in Fig. 6. Addition-
ally, this result agrees with estimates of the cyclic bridging-zone
length from a previous study26 based on crack extension needed to
achieve steady state after long cracks at Al/Al2O3 interfaces
deflected into the alumina. It is important to note, however, that the
steady-state, cyclic grain-bridging zone length is not expected to
be invariant for all crack-growth conditions; i.e., for higher growth
rates the zone should approach that of a monotonically loaded
crack. Experimental results using lower �K-gradients (Fig. 5)
support this notion. For the present testing conditions, however, it
was found that the convergence point of the short- and long-crack
data for various samples occurred at growth rates between 3 �
10
10 and 1.5 � 10
9 m/cycle, i.e., similar to the growth rate
range of the fatigue sample used for the multi-cutting experiment.
Thus, it is expected that the cyclic grain-bridging zone length
measured in Fig. 9 typifies both that of a near-threshold long crack
as well as the short cracks in this study as they just reach steady
state.

Additionally, using the results in Fig. 8 for the opening of a
fatigue crack loaded to K � 3.0 MPa�m1/2 (i.e., at �10–20%
below Kmax at the fatigue threshold), a lower bound of dg/18 may
be placed on the critical crack opening above which active grain
bridges no longer operate under near-threshold cyclic loading. This
measured lower bound agrees favorably with previous estimates of
the critical fatigue crack opening of dg/16 for this alumina,26

although no direct crack-opening measurements were made in that
study. As expected, the critical crack opening in fatigue is well
below the monotonically loaded critical crack openings of dg/4 to
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dg/3 typically found in alumina6,40 due to the degradation of
bridging that occurs under cyclic loading conditions.

(4) Contribution of Grain Bridging for Fatigue
Figure 6 clearly demonstrates short-crack effects in AD995

alumina in the form of faster growth rates lower �KTH thresholds
(compared with long crack results), and V-shaped da/dN–�K
behavior for fatigue cracks extending less than 2 mm from the
notch. Qualitatively, the transient short-crack behavior can be
rationalized by considering that the grain-bridging zones for short
cracks have yet to reach the steady-state size found for long cracks,
where bridges are created and “exhausted” at an equal rate and the
shielding contribution is essentially constant at a given applied
driving force. As the load sustained by the smaller (short-crack)
bridging zone is necessarily less than that of the steady-state zones,
the short crack is likely to experience less shielding and hence a
higher effective (near-tip) driving force at a fixed applied �K,
leading to faster growth rates and lower fatigue thresholds.
Similarly, the V-shaped crack-growth curve observed for short
cracks can be explained by the fact that although the applied
driving force is increasing with increasing crack length, the
crack-tip shielding due to the grain bridges initially increases at a
faster rate, causing the effective driving force at the crack tip to
decrease; this leads to an initial reduction in crack-growth rates.
After further crack growth, however, a steady state is reached and
the growth rates match those of long cracks.

Such qualitative explanations have been used to rationalize
short-crack effects for a wide range of materials;16,21,22,57–59

however, there have been few reports of quantitative measure-
ments of this reduced role of shielding to confirm this phenomenon
for the fatigue of ceramics. Accordingly, the multi-cutting/crack-
opening profile (MC/COP) and direct compliance (DC)34 methods
were used in the present work to quantify these effects.

(1) MC/COP Method: In Section V(2), K0 was estimated to
be 1.6 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2, and accordingly, assuming that at the
fatigue threshold Kmax,tip � K0, an estimate can be made for the
initiation condition for growth of short fatigue cracks with no grain

bridging. This corresponds to a fatigue threshold of �Keff,TH �
1.4 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2 using the load ratio of R � 0.1 for the present
study; this range is plotted in Fig. 11 along with the steady-state
long-crack and short-crack data from various tests.

(2) DC Method: Kbr values at different growth rates were
computed using the standard C(T) stress-intensity solution60 as-
suming Pbr, determined as in Section III(3), is applied at the load
line.34 With knowledge of the bridging stress intensities, Eq. (2)
was used to calculate the effective stress-intensity range, �Keff.
Such bridging-corrected estimates are plotted as a function of
�Keff, and are presented in Fig. 11.

It is apparent from Fig. 11 that when the long crack data are
adjusted for crack bridging by characterizing the growth rates in
terms of the effective (near-tip) driving force, the growth-rate
curve and the value of the �KTH threshold are shifted to lower
values. While the DC method provides results in good agreement
with the measured short-crack data taken from standard notched
samples with �af � 100 �m, the accuracy of this method is
limited. Indeed, these computed �Keff values exceed those mea-
sured for 20–60 �m cracks emanating from micronotches. Also,
the DC method does not provide a unique solution for Kbr;
specifically, multiple bridging stress distributions with different
associated values of Kbr may result in the same value of Pbr

measured at the load line. Thus, the DC method is only a first
approximation.

In contrast, the MC/COP method provides a worst-case thresh-
old of �Keff,TH � 1.4 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2 that corresponds well to
data for the shortest measured cracks in this study grown from
razor micronotchs, also shown in Fig. 11, which represent growth
from �20–60 �m at �K � 1.8 MPa�m1/2. Despite the limitations
of these later experiments (e.g., crack front most likely discontin-
uous), it does serve to illustrate that crack growth is a concern at
stress-intensity ranges below both the short-crack threshold mea-
sured for a � 100 �m and the effective threshold estimated by the
DC method shown in Fig. 11. Accordingly, it is expected that the
estimated effective threshold of �Keff,TH � 1.4 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2

given by the MC/COP method is the most reasonable approxima-
tion of the worst-case short-crack behavior in the present AD995
alumina. Such results reaffirm the notion that crack size effects in
fatigue may be attributed to a lack of grain bridging. Additionally,
they demonstrate that for grain-bridging ceramics, the thresholds
for crack initiation are low, much smaller than typical long-crack
�KTH values, in keeping with the necessarily weak grain bound-
aries. However, growth rates for short cracks can decay quickly,
and more work is needed to provide a quantitative understanding
of all short-crack behavior based on a comprehensive understand-
ing of the evolution of the bridging zone under cyclic loading
conditions.

(5) Estimating Other Short/Small Crack Behavior
In the present study, short-crack fatigue effects can be seen to

occur over millimeter dimensions and are readily observed be-
cause of the slowly rising R-curve behavior of the AD995 alumina.
Most ceramics of structural engineering interest, such as tough,
self-reinforced silicon nitride and silicon carbide, however, have
finer grain sizes and/or steeper R-curves that would be expected to
limit such short-crack effects to much smaller crack dimensions
than the 2 mm zones found in this present study. For example, no
crack size effects were recognized for small �200 �m surface
cracks in a high-toughness SiC ceramic,18,19 where the small,
elongated grains (�5.5 �m in length, �0.7 �m in diameter)
resulted in far steeper R-curves, rising to a plateau toughness after
crack extensions of only a few hundreds of micrometers, rather
than many millimeters as in the current alumina. As those authors
point out,18,19 it is conceivable that smaller crack sizes may be
necessary to observe such effects. While there are many experi-
mental difficulties involved in conducting fatigue tests for very
small (200 �m) cracks, the present work indicates that by
measuring the bridging contribution for long cracks, an effective
worst-case short/small crack threshold can be approximated by
conducting relatively simple long-crack growth experiments and

Fig. 11. Long-crack fatigue growth rates are plotted versus �K and
versus �Keff with the estimated contribution of grain bridging subtracted
by the DC method and by the MC/COP method. When the bridging
contribution is subtracted from the driving force for long-crack data by the
more accurate MC/COP method, the results provide a lower value of �K
(threshold) below which cracking has not been observed during any
short-crack tests.
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appropriately representing the results in terms of the near-tip,
effective driving force. For the two methods used in the present
work, although the DC method is simpler, it is nonconservative in
its prediction of the effective fatigue threshold; in this regard, it is
expected that the MC/COP method is more accurate in its
prediction of the effective worst-case fatigue threshold in the
absence of any bridging.

Finally, it should be noted that for very small cracks, additional
non-steady-state effects on the growth rates may occur due to
crack interactions with microstructural features on the same size
scale, i.e., microstructurally small crack effects. Such cracks may
sample local weak heterogeneities, giving rise to accelerated
growth rates which the methods described in the present work
would not take into account.

VI. Conclusions

Based on an experimental study that quantifies the role of grain
bridging in influencing crack size effects in a commercial poly-
crystalline alumina under both monotonic and cyclic loading
conditions, the following conclusions can be made:

(1) From the multi-cutting compliance and crack-opening
profile data, the intrinsic, near-tip, driving force necessary for
crack advance in the present alumina was estimated to be K0 �
1.6 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2. This is proposed to correspond to the lowest
point on the R-curve for very short cracks, and to the near-tip value
of Kmax achieved at the fatigue threshold.

(2) Short fatigue cracks in this alumina are demonstrated to
have lower fatigue resistance, in the form of lower fatigue
thresholds and higher growth rates at the same applied driving
force, over the first 2 mm of growth, after which the rates merged
with those of long cracks for growth rates below �10
8 m/cycle.

(3) Tests using different rates of change of �K verified that
the steady-state growth behavior for long cracks occurred for the
present alumina below da/dN � 10
8 m/cycle, while at higher
growth rates transient effects persist over more than 2 mm of
growth which remain to be explored and understood.

(4) By initiating nearly bridge-free fatigue cracks from razor
micronotches (	 � 15 �m), crack growth was observed at the
lowest driving forces found from any of the methods used in this
study, �K � 1.7 MPa�m1/2.

(5) Transient short-crack fatigue behavior was attributed to
the smaller degree of crack bridging due to the limited crack wake;
indeed, the measured grain-bridging zone length for near-
threshold, long fatigue cracks of �2 mm corresponds well with the
extension required for the convergence of the long- and short-
crack fatigue growth rates. Additionally, when the contribution of
grain bridging was quantitatively estimated and removed from the
applied driving force (using the multi-cutting compliance and
crack opening profile data), a worst-case fatigue threshold was
determined in terms of the effective, near-tip, stress intensity to be
�Keff,TH � 1.4 � 0.2 MPa�m1/2, below which both long and short
cracks were not observed to propagate.

(6) While short-crack fatigue behavior is difficult to measure
directly in many grain-bridging ceramics where the bridging zones
are much smaller than for this alumina (e.g., self-reinforced Si3N4,
SiC), the present study demonstrates that reasonable estimates of
lower-bound short-crack behavior may be obtained by quantifying
the effects of grain bridging during standard long-crack fatigue
experiments and presenting results in terms of the effective,
near-tip, stress-intensity range. In this regard, the more rigorous,
multi-cutting compliance/crack-opening profile technique is supe-
rior to the simpler direct compliance measurement method for
quantifying the magnitude of such bridging.
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